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Gus Hosein has worked at the intersection of technology and human rights for over fifteen years. He is the Executive Director of Privacy International. He has acted as an external evaluator for UNHCR, advised the UN Special Rapporteur on Terrorism and Human Rights, and has advised a number of other international organisations. He has held visiting fellowships at Columbia University and the London School of Economics and Political Science. He holds a B.Math from the University of Waterloo in Canada and a PhD from the London School of Economics. Gus is also a Fellow of the Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce (FRSA).
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Martine Legris Revel is doctor (Phd) in sociology of organizations of the University Paris IX Dauphine (2003) and contemporary historian of the university Paris 1 Pantheon Sorbonne. Her Phd on the accompaniment of the participative change in companies’ bases on a participatory action research led in two companies (one in England and one in France). She was assistant of education and research in the ENSGSI (Nancy France, Ecole des Mines) in 2008-2009. She teaches at present the sociology and the change management at Science Po Lille and Edhec Business School. She is researcher within the Center of Study and Applied Research in the Political and Social Sciences (CNRS - CERAPS Lille 2 University). She is co director of a French Research group (CNRS) on participative democracy and participation (www.participation-et-democratie.fr). Her work is anchored on democratic governance stakes. She pilots a multiannual research project on post dialogical models of governance (PARTHAGE financed by the French National Research agency). She leads researches on the CSO’s participation in research projects (CONSIDER European project). She participates in several research projects on the democratic governance and the ecological democracy. Expert of the driving of the organizational change, she leads projects with companies and institutions on this axis.
**Catherine Rhodes**, Doctor, Research Fellow in Science Ethics, Institute for Science, Ethics, and Innovation, University of Manchester. Catherine has a background in international relations and previously worked with the Project to Strengthen the Biological Weapons Convention (Bradford University), assessing coherence among the international regulations relevant to the biotechnology revolution. Catherine continues to work on issues relating to the international governance of biotechnology (and science more generally). Recently, this has included work examining: how international organisations cooperate on issues of common concern; the meaning and content of scientific responsibility at the international level; and governance of genetic resources.
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